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‘Don’t Start From Here…’ A round-table discussion on his recent paper, with the 
author, David Shirreff, Sir Malcolm Williamson, and Sir Thomas Harris (Standard 

Chartered). 
 

To be held on Thursday, March 27, 2014, from 12:30-2:15pm. 
At the DoubleTree Hotel , 7 Pepys St, London EC3N 4AF.* 

 
If you want to read David Shirreff’s paper (a left-wing rant, or a considered, pro-market 
alternative to the present rent-seeking oligopoly – take your pick), you can do so by 
clicking here.  
 
Clearly, it is a powerful piece of work – and one that produced a lively discussion, 
splitting the audience roughly 50/50.  
 
Responses were all over the place.  
 
Some insisted that David didn’t really know what problem he was trying to solve – 
culture? pay? TBTF? gearing? greed?  Perhaps, if he were clearer on this, he could 
devise more targeted remedies.  Others took a broader-brush approach – essentially 
accusing him (a nice public schoolboy) of class envy, ‘insularity’ and being anti-bank.  
The universal banking model (which David attacks) did indeed show resilience during 
the crisis – though it was pointed out that several universal banks only survived thanks 
to official support.  
 
There was considerable support for David’s endorsement of the partnership model – 
though it was also recognized that it may be incompatible with the scale that banking 
today requires.  That was a key: do we really need big banks? David’s answer was a 
clear No.  Other speakers insisted Yes.  And the audience was split.  Feel free to let 
David know your own views davidshirreff@economist.com. 
 
 
Andrew Hilton 
   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/j9mwb8pun9in8rh/DontStartFromHere100214.pdf

